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Among scholars in southern studies, Lillian Smith (1897-1966) has long been 
acknowledged as a prominent and courageous public intellectual, an ambitious but 
unevenly successful novelist, and a forebear to contemporary lesbian and queer southern 
writers.  Often marginalized by those whose conception of southern literature and culture 
derives from the Fugitives, the Agrarians, and their descendants in the academy, Smith 
has nevertheless commanded respect, above all for her memoir Killers of the Dream (1949, 
revised 1961), which packs a scathing, psychoanalytically informed, and implicitly 
feminist critique of how southern racism and segregation damaged the lives of all 
southerners.   Among scholars of US literature and culture more broadly, Smith—when 
she is not confused with Lillian Hellman—is probably best remembered as author of the 
best-selling novel Strange Fruit (1944), which was banned in Boston and is probably more 
often cited than read.  Despite periodic efforts by scholars to draw attention to Smith’s 
entire body of work, these two texts continue to sum up what most know (or think they 
know) about her.  A Lillian Smith Reader, which collects not only excerpts from these and 
other longer works but also shorter essays, letters, reviews, sketches, and plays across the 
whole of her career, complements Gladney’s earlier edited collection of Smith’s letters, 
How Am I to Be Heard?.  Together, these two volumes fill an important need.  
 
Smith was the daughter of a prosperous north Florida businessman who relocated to the 
mountains of north Georgia when his naval and lumber stores failed during World War 
I.  As a young woman, she spent four years studying at the Peabody Conservatory in 
Baltimore, followed by three years teaching music at a Methodist mission school for girls 
in Huzhou, China.  Sketches based upon memories of her time there, originally intended 
for a novel whose manuscript was destroyed in a fire, reveal that she saw parallels 
between segregation in the South and the oppression of China by the Western powers 
and Japan, and that she discerned how readily Christianity could be made to serve the 
cause of worldwide white supremacy. The most significant event in her intellectual 
development, however, seems to have been the purchase of the Laurel Falls Camp for 
Girls from her father.  From 1928 until 1948 Smith directed the camp, while her 
companion, Paula Snelling, served as assistant director.  A Lillian Smith Reader 
emphasizes how many of Smith’s core beliefs about art, politics, and holistic human 
development are already evident in the experimental pedagogy that she and Snelling 
cultivated at Laurel Falls.   
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Of particular significance is Smith and her campers’ annual practice of “grow[ing] a play 
out of our experiences together … out of something we have talked about, done together, 
or something in the outside world that we are trying to understand” (90).  The two plays 
reprinted in this volume (“Behind the Drums” and “The Girl”) show how central 
metaphors of maturation—conceived as a continual process of becoming more human—
are to Smith’s thought.   These metaphors draw heavily and perhaps too uncritically on 
psychoanalysis: the dangers of regression are often evoked by thumb-sucking, and sexual 
repression predictably entails racial segregation.   
 
Her eventual turn toward existentialism and the evolutionary anthropology of Pierre 
Teilhard de Chardin is anticipated in “The Girl,” in which the title character emerges 
from an egg and must learn to grow up by shunning the “little pleasures” (100) of 
narcissism and regression, by facing her fears, and by overcoming attempts to inculcate 
guilt and shame.  “Behind the Drums,” about “the Negro and the drama of his three 
hundred bitter years of living with white men” (62), dramatizes an idea central to Killers 
of the Dream—that white southern culture has not subdued the fundamental healthiness 
of African Americans, as revealed in their rejection of Puritanism, their sane child-
rearing, and their delight in drumming.  Here, perhaps, Smith’s belief in the reality of 
psychoanalytic repression leads her to something that resembles an awkward 
idealization of primitivism.   
 
Though in her later works she moves perceptibly away from a primary focus on the 
problems of southern racism and toward a more general conception of human 
development (as her fascinating longer works of the 1950s, The Journey and One Hour, best 
show), her worldview remains remarkably consistent, and one of the pleasures of A 
Lillian Smith Reader lies in tracing this consistency across a wide variety of texts, events, 
and venues.  From 1936 through 1945, Smith and Snelling edited a series of literary 
magazines—first Pseudopodia, then North Georgia Review, then South Today.  Smith’s “Dope 
with Lime” columns, book reviews, and other pieces in these magazines include her 
enjoyable takedown of Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind (which “does not seem to 
possess the understanding of distant historical backgrounds and social origins necessary 
for grasping and evaluating the complexities inherent in the period and its people” [33]), 
her appreciation of Claude McKay and Paul Laurence Dunbar, and her own spirited 
responses to questions from readers about Strange Fruit (“The forces in Boston who 
banned the book are the same forces that fight democracy on all its levels” [126]).   Later, 
from October 1948 to September 1949, Smith wrote “A Southerner Talking,” a weekly 
column for the The Chicago Defender, where she repeated her characteristic themes: the 
need “to make our world whole by healing the splits between people” (146), the need for 
white southerners in particular to overcome their “deep and irrational body-guilt” (147), 
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the hypocrisy of white Americans who would sell democracy abroad while oppressing 
African Americans at home. 
 
 In short, Smith espouses a full-throated, confident, and universalist liberalism that sees 
the free and creative development of human beings as the highest good and characterizes 
whatever inhibits this development in political terms as totalitarian, whether Fascist or 
Communist in its provenance.  (This universalism no doubt informs her characteristic 
strategy of ventriloquizing the voices of others—campers at Laurel Falls, ordinary white 
and black southerners responding to the Civil Rights movement—which is sometimes 
presented as quotation and sometimes as imaginative construction, but which almost 
always sounds like Lillian Smith.)  For Smith, art and science, the aesthetic and the 
therapeutic, are forged in an honorable struggle with adversity and limitation.   
 
Her hostility to the abstractions and fragmentations of high modernist art turns on the 
claim that it either dehumanizes (Picasso, Braque, and their successors suggest “dreams 
so schizoid, so infantile, so archaic that [they] cannot fuse them with mature emotions” 
[152]) or that such art fails to respect the recalcitrance of its medium (“Faulkner has tried 
to do with words . . . what Pollock and de Kooning have tried to do with the drip method. 
. . . But the writer . . . cannot take a word and drain all of its old meaning from it, mash it 
into pulp and make ‘something new out of it’” [265]).  It is a vision very much of its time, 
even in what might be considered its desire for a more domesticated modernism.  Yet it 
is also easy to see how, in the mid-twentieth-century South, merely expressing such views 
required an extraordinary moral courage.     
 
In an afterword, Lisa Hodgens lauds Smith for “point[ing] in the direction of hope and 
wholeness,” for compelling us, Socratically, to seek first principles: “What is social 
justice? . . . What does ‘free’ mean? . . . Are we brave enough to face all the truths?” (302, 
303).  Smith certainly would have endorsed such questions, but many scholars, in our 
moment dominated by constructivist accounts of identity and incredulity toward not just 
the possibility but even the desirability of “wholeness” and “truths,” may find her 
liberalism—uncannily serene in its convictions, sometimes floridly earnest in its 
rhetoric—to be naïve if not fully superseded.  In her last published work, Our Faces, Our 
Words (1965), Smith characterizes Malcolm X and “his hate-filled followers” as 
“functioning on the same splintered level as Klansmen and white racial fanatics” (297). 
And she deplores the Civil Rights movement’s infiltration by “young leaders who are 
listening to the neo-nihilism of our times (a curious mixture of Genet, Sartre, Spengler, 
and American Beats)” (298).  Were she alive today, Smith would have little sympathy for 
much in the intellectual scene: the weaponization of a discourse of microaggressions and 
privilege, the racial pessimism voiced by Ta-Nehisi Coates, the rejection of sociality and 
even futurity advocated by queer theorists such as Lee Edelman, the suspicion we have 
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inherited from Pierre Bourdieu that aesthetic judgment reduces to class signaling.   In this 
context, Gladney and Hodgens have provided an invaluable service to readers by 
restoring the sheer strangeness—I am tempted to call it the “vintage” quality—of Smith’s 
midcentury liberalism.  Hodgens is right to valorize the questioning that Smith provokes, 
but this reader hopes ardently that such questioning will neither merely return us to 
Smith’s own answers nor make us embrace all the more dogmatically our contemporary 
cynicism and contempt. 


